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Abstract 
We provide evidence of the volatility effect from the Indian markets using the 
universe of past and present constituents of Nifty 500 index of National Stock 
Exchange (NSE). The results show that the portfolio consisting of low volatil-
ity stocks outperforms the portfolio consists of high volatility stocks and the 
market portfolio both in absolute and risk-adjusted terms. Further, we report 
that the volatility effect is a distinct effect. Size, value and momentum factors 
cannot explain the outperformance of low-volatility stocks. The risk anomaly 
is robust to the choice of risk measure; however, the volatility effect is strong-
er than the beta effect and it implies that both systematic risk and idiosyn-
cratic risks contribute to the risk anomaly. The low-volatility portfolio has 
significant exposure to growth stocks, and it differs from the value tilt ob-
served for low-volatility portfolios in developed markets. 
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1. Introduction 

Finance theory postulates the positive relationship between risk and return. 
Modern portfolio theory [1] offers a model that allows investors to construct a 
portfolio that optimizes a risk-return trade-off consistent with risk tolerance. 
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) [2] establishes a positive relationship be-
tween systematic risk and return with the beta as a measure of systematic risk. 
To earn a higher return, one has to invest in the high-beta portfolio and assume 
a higher risk. The underlying assumption is that rational investor should hold a 
fully diversified market portfolio that has zero, firm-specific, diversifiable risk. 
However, most investors don’t hold a perfectly diversified portfolio, especially 
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those, who target to outperform the benchmark market portfolio. Therefore, 
they may keep the unsystematic risk for superior returns. In such cases, investors 
look at the total risk and may look for a reward for assuming the idiosyncratic 
risk. 

Contrary to the strictly positive relationship postulated by asset pricing 
theory, empirical evidence is mounting with an inverse risk-return relationship 
within an asset class such as equity. While the broad positive relationship holds 
true across asset classes, several studies across global markets report that portfo-
lio constructed of least volatile stocks (or minimum variance portfolio), consis-
tently outperforms the portfolio consisting of high volatility stocks and bench-
mark universe portfolio on a risk-adjusted basis and most times in absolute return 
terms over the full market cycle. These results challenged the positive relationship 
between risk and expected return as proposed by classic asset pricing theories. 
Several academic studies of the past report flatter or even inverse risk-return rela-
tionship, contrary to the positive relationship proposed by CAPM. However, such 
evidence didn’t receive much attention and considered more like data mining ex-
ercise. However, over the past two decades, evidence for the low-risk anomaly has 
been mounting and the debate transcended beyond the existence of an inverse 
risk-return relationship to economic and behavioural explanations that justify its 
likely persistence. 

Our study contributes to the existing body of literature in several ways. First, 
the paper offers strong evidence for the low-risk anomaly in Indian equity where 
the portfolio of low-risk stocks outperforms both high-volatility stocks and equal 
weight universe portfolio in risk-adjusted and nominal terms. Second, it estab-
lishes that the low-risk anomaly is unique and size, value and momentum factors 
cannot explain it. Third, as per [3], the low-risk stocks have a significant tilt to-
wards value factor and they are a proxy for value stocks but this paper shows that 
low-risk stocks have actually a growth tilt. The evidence is in line with the fact that 
while low-risk anomaly is present across global markets, the characteristics of a 
low-risk portfolio are different in different markets. While the low-risk portfolio 
has a value tilt in developed markets, it has growth tilt for emerging markets [4]. In-
dia being one of the large emerging markets, the growth tilt of low-risk portfolio in 
the Indian market offers further evidence to more recent work on portfolio charac-
teristics of low (high) risk portfolios. Fourth, we also compare the strength of the vo-
latility effect by using standard deviation and beta as risk measures and also re-
port residual volatility effect after controlling for the beta effect. And fifth, this 
study offers out of the sample evidence of low-risk anomaly to some earlier stu-
dies as it covers the 15-year period starting from January 2004. It also refutes the 
claim that large part of out-performance of minimum variance strategy is be-
cause of the period of 2000 to 2003 and is directly linked to the aftermath of 
dotcom bubble [5]. 

We organize the rest of the paper as follows. Section 2 covers the review of the 
literature, and Section 3 discusses the data and the empirical model. Section 4 
discusses the important results and Section 5 offers Conclusion of the study. 
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2. Literature Review 

Initial evidence on a flatter than expected systematic risk and return relation as 
predicted from CAPM by Sharpe [2] came from Black [6] and Fama & French 
[7]. Haugen & Heins [8] claimed that the relationship was not merely flat but 
negative. Further Fama & French [7] reported a flat relationship between beta 
and cross-section of returns in US markets for the period of 1963-1990. Haugen 
& Baker [9] [10] offer initial evidence on the inverse relationship between risk 
and return. More recently, Clarke, Desilva, & Thorley [11] and Blitz & Vliet [12] 
report evidence for risk anomaly using a minimum variance portfolio and sim-
ple ranking based volatility portfolios, respectively. Besides Blitz & Vliet [12] 
report low beta anomaly and offer both economic and behavioral explanations as 
a cause of it. Ang, Hodrick, Xing, & Zhang [13] [14] and report evidence for the 
negative relationship between idiosyncratic risk and return in the USA and sev-
eral global markets. 

Most recently, Frazzini & Pedersen [15] report evidence for the negative rela-
tionship between risk measured by beta and return where the portfolio of low 
beta stocks outperforms, the portfolio consisting of high beta stocks. The study 
attributes out-performance of a low beta portfolio to leverage constraints faced 
by investors. Among others, Choueifaty & Coignard [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] find 
evidence for risk anomaly. 

On the one hand, evidence for risk anomaly is growing and practitioners are 
busy latching on to the prospect of delivering higher returns without facing 
higher risks, off late a few studies report the positive relationship between risk 
and return using different methodologies. The focus of the recent studies is on 
finding economic and behavioral explanations to explain or explain it away, such 
puzzling negative relationship between risk and return and more interestingly its 
persistence. 

Bali & Cakici [21] attributes the negative relationship between risk and return 
shown by Ang A., Hodrick, Xing, & Zhang [13] is because of small and illiquid 
stocks with lottery-like payoffs. Martellini [22] shows that a positive relationship 
between risk and return using data consisting of only surviving stocks and 
therefore may suffer from survivorship bias. Fu [23] shows that the relationship 
between expected volatility and not the historical volatility expected returns is 
positive by using EGARCH models to estimate idiosyncratic volatility. Scherer 
[3] shows that size and value factors explain most of the out-performance of the 
minimum variance portfolio and low volatility stocks are just a proxy for value 
stocks. Poullaouec T. [5] shows that out-performance of MSCI MV index MSCI 
World index by 0.5% during the period of 1998 to 2010 but a large chunk of this 
out-performance came during 2000-20003 bearish market period post technolo-
gy bubble burst. Bali, Cakici, & Whitelaw [24] produce counter-evidence to (Ang, 
Hodrick, Xing, & Zhang) [14] by developing a proxy variable MAX for lottery-like 
payoffs. They show that a negative relationship between idiosyncratic risk and 
return is for lottery-like payoffs associated such stocks. 
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Turning attention to explanations of risk anomaly, we have two sets of expla-
nations to explain risk anomaly. One based on economic reasons and market 
frictions and others based on behavioral biases in investing. 

Baker, Bradley, & Wurgler [17] [18] and offer some explanation for the presence 
and sustainability of risk anomaly. They attribute the benchmarking mandate giv-
en to institutional investors as limits to arbitrage leads to high beta-low alpha and 
low beta-high alpha combinations. Besides, behavioral biases such as representa-
tiveness, overconfidence, and preference for the lottery as drivers to the irration-
al preference for high volatility stocks, making them expensive and leads to infe-
rior returns. Blitz & Vliet [12] [25] highlight borrowing restrictions as reported 
by Black [6], a decentralized investment approach and behavioral biases such as 
the preference for lotteries, overconfidence, and representativeness as major 
factors explaining the persistence of low-risk anomaly. Bali, Cakici, & Whitelaw 
[24] attribute the underperformance of high volatility stocks to investors prefe-
rence for lottery-like payoffs. 

We clearly see the literature gap for there are only a few studies on Indian eq-
uity with respect to the low risk anomaly. Equity returns can be attributed to 
various factors [7] and it is important to see that the volatility effect is indepen-
dently impacting the returns. This study establishes that the low-risk anomaly in 
Indian stock market is unique and size, value and momentum factors cannot ex-
plain it. Scherer [3] claims that the low-risk stocks have a significant value tilt but 
this paper shows that low-risk stocks have actually a growth tilt in India. Poul-
laouec T. [5] claims that large part of out-performance of minimum variance 
strategy is because of the period of 2000 to 2003 and is directly linked to the after-
math of dotcom bubble. This study invalidates this claim by covering the 15-year 
period starting from January 2004. 

3. Data and Empirical Model 

Our universe consists of past and present constituents of NSE 500 index. We 
collect the data of adjusted monthly closing price, market capitalization and 
price-to-earnings ratio for each of the stock from the Capitaline database for the 
period of December 2000 to December 2018. This study primarily follows Blitz 
& Vliet [10] [25] empirical model with some variation. 

We construct equally weighted decile portfolios by ranking stocks based on 
the past three-year standard deviation of monthly returns. We construct decile 
portfolios such that top-decile portfolio (LV) consists of lowest historical volatil-
ity stocks and bottom-decile portfolio (HV) consists of stocks with the highest 
historical volatility. We calculate the excess monthly returns (return over risk-free 
rate) for each decile portfolio for the month following portfolio construction. 
We repeat this process every month. For the resulting time-series of excess returns 
for all the iterations, we calculate the average return, the standard deviation of 
returns, Sharpe ratios and CAPM style alpha and ex-post beta using equally 
weighted index portfolio (EWI) as the proxy for the market portfolio. We repeat 
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the same process to create decile portfolios sorted using beta as a risk measure 
instead of standard deviation. Like standard deviation, we calculate beta for each 
stock using past three-year monthly returns of individual stock with the market 
portfolio. 

We apply the following two techniques to compare the strength of volatility 
effect and separate it from other established effects such as size, value, and mo-
mentum: First, the study applies both Fama-French three-factor (FF) and Fa-
ma-French-Carhart four-factor (FFC) regressions to separate volatility from the 
other effects. For Fama-French-Carhart regression, we use IIM-Ahmedabad data 
library to take monthly risk-free rate and size, value and momentum factor returns 
data. Any exposure of the low-volatility portfolio to size, value or momentum fac-
tor gets reflected in regression coefficients of these variables and reduces alpha 
both in terms of its magnitude and statistical significance. Second, we deploy biva-
riate analysis using dependent double sort. It is a strong non-parametric tech-
nique to disentangle the volatility effect from other effects and it is robust to sit-
uations involving time-varying exposure to factors such as size, value, and mo-
mentum. In double sorting, the study first ranks stocks based on one of the con-
trol factors (size, value, momentum) and then by volatility within control factor 
(size, value, momentum) sorted stocks decile portfolios. We then construct vola-
tility decile portfolios to represent every decile of control factor. For example, to 
control for size effect, we first sort stocks based on size and divide them into size 
decile portfolios. Within each size decile portfolio, we sort stocks on volatility; 
next, we construct a top-decile volatility-sorted portfolio such that it has 10% 
least volatile stocks from every size decile. Similarly, we control for the size effect. 
We construct other volatility decile portfolios to represent stocks of all sizes. We 
also applied the same technique to test the strength of volatility effect after control-
ling for the beta. The paper applies following statistical test to evaluate the statistical 
significance in difference of Sharpe ratios, one factor CAPM alphas, three-factor 
Fama-French alphas and four-factor Fama-French-Carhart alphas. To test the sta-
tistical significance of the difference between Sharpe ratios over equally weighted 
universe (EWI) portfolio for each volatility decile portfolio, we use Jobson & Kor-
kie [26] with Memmel [27] correction. 
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Here iSR  is the Sharpe ratio of portfolio i, ,i jρ  is the correlation between 
portfolios i and j and T is the number of observations. 

The CAPM alpha is calculated using EWI return as proxy for market by using 
following one-factor regression. 

( ), , , , , ,p t f t p p m m t f t p tR R R Rα β ε− = + − +               (2) 

where ,p tR  return on portfolio p is in period t. ,f tR  is risk free return in pe-
riod t. pα  is the alpha of portfolio p, ,m tR  is market portfolio return in period 
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t, ,p mβ  is the beta of portfolio p with respect to market portfolio and ,p tε  is 
the idiosyncratic return of portfolio p in period t. We use equally weighted un-
iverse as proxy for market portfolio in this study unless otherwise specified. 

The three-factor alpha is calculated by adding SMB (size) and VMG (value) 
proxies to the regression. We add WML (momentum) proxy in addition to size 
and value to the regression to calculate four-factor alpha. 

( ), , , , , , , ,p t f t p p m m t f t p SMB SMB P VMG VMG p tR R R R R Rα β β β ε− = + − + +∗ + ∗   (3) 

( ), , , , , ,

, , ,

p t f t p p m m t f t p SMB SMB

P VMG VMG P WML WML p t

R R R R R

R R

α β β

β β ε

∗− = + − +

+ + +∗ ∗
          (4) 

where SMBR , VMGR  and WMLR  represents the return on size, value and mo-
mentum factors in our universe and ,p SMBβ , ,P VMGβ  and ,P WMLβ  represents 
betas of portfolio p with respect to size, value and momentum factors in our un-
iverse. 

4. Empirical Results and Discussion 

Table 1 reports the main results for the univariate analysis for the volatility de-
cile portfolios created based on trailing 36 months’ standard deviation of 
monthly returns. 

We can see that the annualized excess return for the LV portfolio is 10.62% 
and it declines as we move towards the HV portfolio. The return for the HV 
excess return for the HV portfolio is −17.35%. This shows that the returns de-
cline as we move from a low-volatility portfolio to a high-volatility portfolio. The 
annualized standard deviation declines monotonically as we move from LV to 
HV portfolio with LV portfolio having the standard deviation of 19.52% vs. HV 
portfolio having the standard deviation of 46.28%. The standard deviation of the  

 
Table 1. Main results (Annualized) for decile portfolios based on historical volatility. 

This table reports the main results of univariate analysis including excess-monthly returns, annualized standard deviation, Sharpe ratio, t-statistics 
showing the significance of the difference of Sharpe ratio over the universe, Realised beta and one-factor CAPM style alpha and maximum 
drawdown for decile portfolios constructed by sorting stocks based on standard deviation calculated using past three-year monthly returns. 

 
P1 (LV) P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 

P10 
(HV) 

LV-HV 
EWI 

(Universe) 

Excess return 
(Annualized %) 

10.62 7.34 5.66 2.89 4.30 1.73 −3.74 −2.58 −8.51 −17.35 27.97 0.04 

Standard Deviation % 19.52 24.87 29.66 30.98 33.08 34.60 37.13 39.62 41.66 46.28 31.81 33.08 

Sharpe ratio 0.54 0.30 0.19 0.09 0.13 0.05 −0.10 −0.07 −0.20 −0.37 0.87 −0.03 

(t-value for difference  
over Universe) 

11.43 10.59 8.97 6.30 7.89 3.98 −6.99 −4.68 −9.97 −11.58 
  

Realised Beta 0.55 0.73 0.88 0.92 0.99 1.04 1.11 1.18 1.24 1.35 −0.80 1.00 

Alpha (%) 10.60 7.31 5.63 2.86 4.27 1.69 −3.78 −2.63 −8.55 −17.43 28.00 0.00 

(t-value) 4.71 4.02 3.08 1.93 2.56 1.15 −2.18 −1.38 −3.58 −4.75 5.3 
 

Max drawdown 0.48 0.59 0.69 0.70 0.71 0.74 0.77 0.77 0.79 0.81 
 

0.72 
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LV portfolio is just about 60% of the universe portfolio (19.52% vs 31.81%). 
Likewise, the ex-post beta for the LV portfolio is 0.55 vs. 1.35 for the HV portfo-
lio. Both risk measures: standard deviation and beta show uniform trends, and 
they increase sharply as we move from LV portfolio to HV portfolio. As we use 
historical volatility to construct decile portfolios, one argument could be that mean 
reversion in volatility may cause higher ex-post volatility. However, we can see 
that portfolios constructed based on historical low (high) volatility continue to 
show low (high) resultant volatility and this shows that volatility is sticky. High 
excess return and the low standard deviation of LV portfolio contribute to posi-
tive Sharpe ratio of 0.54 compared to zero for the universe portfolio and −0.37 
for HV portfolio. The Sharpe ratio is significantly higher (t-value of 11.43) than 
that of the universe. The CAPM alphas also tell the same story. The alpha for LV 
portfolio is 10.6% which is large and positive with the corresponding t-value of 
4.71 whereas the alpha for HV portfolio is a huge −17.43% with t-value of −4.75. 
These results show that the LV portfolio has a large and positive alpha, whereas 
the HV portfolio has a large but negative alpha. Both are highly significant, both 
economic and statistical terms but with the negative sign. The last raw reports 
maximum drawdown, a measure of peak-to-trough percentage fall in a portfolio. 
The maximum drawdown for LV portfolio is −48.2% whereas the corresponding 
numbers for both HV and universe portfolio are 81.11% and 72.45 respectively. 
The difference in drawdown explains the out-performance of LV portfolio and 
underperformance of the HV portfolio over time. The portfolio that loses 50% of 
its value in a period needs 100% returns in the next period to breakeven, whe-
reas, the portfolio that loses 75% of its value in a period needs 300% return to 
breakeven. The base effect plays a very important role in long term compounded 
returns and LV portfolio has a clear advantage here and that results in eventual 
out-performance. 

Table 2 reports similar results as Table 1, but they are for decile portfolios 
sorted by beta in place of the standard deviation. The results are similar, and 
therefore we limit the discussion for the sake of brevity. The beta effect is much 
weaker than the volatility effect. For example, excess return for LV portfolio 
sorted by beta is 4.82% compared to 10.62% for LV portfolio sorted based on 
standard deviation. The one-factor CAPM style alpha for the LV portfolio is 
4.8% vs. corresponding alpha of 10.6% for the standard deviation sorted LV 
portfolio. Similarly, the negative excess return and negative alpha of HV portfolio 
are much smaller both in terms of magnitude and statistical significance and that 
shows that the volatility effect is stronger than the beta effect and it implies that 
both systematic risk and idiosyncratic risk contribute to the out-performance of 
LV portfolio and underperformance of HV portfolio in absolute and risk-adjusted 
terms. 

Panel A of Table 3 reports the three-factor and four-factor alpha for LV and 
HV portfolios. Three-factor annualized alpha for LV portfolio is 12% (t = 5.3) 
which is economically and statistically significant. The four-factor alpha for the  
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Table 2. Main results (annualized) for decile portfolios based on historical beta.  

This table reports the main results of univariate analysis including the table reports excess-monthly returns, annualized standard deviation, Sharpe 
ratio, t-statistics showing the significance of the difference of Sharpe ratio over the Universe, Realised beta and one-factor CAPM style alpha and 
maximum drawdown for decile portfolios constructed by sorting stocks based on the beta calculated using past three-year monthly returns. 

 
P1 (LB) P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 (HB) (LB-HB) 

EWI 
(Universe) 

Excess return (Annualized %) 5.04 5.20 5.1 1.38 2.32 −0.19 −2.50 −6.42 −14.39 0.04 5.0 11.41 

Standard Deviation % 19.91 27.87 30.27 32.54 34.37 36.99 39.91 42.92 48.83 33.12 0.00 33.97 

Sharpe ratio 0.25 0.19 0.17 0.04 0.07 −0.01 −0.06 −0.15 −0.29 0.00 
 

−0.03 

(t-value for difference over 
Universe) 

7.64 8.46 8.31 2.83 5.04 −0.43 −5.10 −7.08 −10.30 0.00 
  

Beta 0.56 0.74 0.82 0.90 0.97 1.03 1.10 1.19 1.26 1.43 −0.87 −0.06 

Alpha (%) 4.80 5.01 5.17 5.08 1.34 2.28 −0.23 −2.55 −6.47 −14.44 19.24 0.95 

(t-value) 2.05 2.51 2.87 2.79 0.83 1.53 −0.12 −1.55 −2.28 −3.86 3.49 
 

Max drawdown −51.59 −64.79 −65.37 −70.02 −69.17 −74.97 −76.35 −78.93 −77.96 −81.20 
 

−72.07 

 
Table 3. Three-factor (Fama-French) and four-factor (Fama-French-Carhart) style regression analysis for volatility decile portfolios.  

This table reports annualized alpha and regression coefficients for the three-factor and four-factor regressions for low-volatility and high-volatility 
portfolios. the results show that the positive (negative) alpha for low-volatility (high-volatility) portfolio remain high and significant and the volatility 
effect is a distinct effect and size, value and momentum factors cannot subsume it. 

Fama French style regression coefficient for top  
and bottom decile volatility portfolios 

Fama French-Carhart style regression coefficient  
for top and bottom decile volatility portfolios 

LV portfolio Coeff. t-value HV portfolio Coeff. t-value LV portfolio Coeff. t-value HV Portfolio Coeff. t-value 

3-factor alpha 
(annualized) 

12% 5.25 
3-factor alpha 
(annualized) 

−0.212 −6.57 
4-factor alpha 
(annualized) 

10.37% 4.89 
4-factor alpha 
(annualized) 

−19.09% −6.22 

EWI 0.58 24.09 EWI 1.22 35.84 EWI 0.6207 25.81 EWI 1.16 33.45 

SMB 0.03 0.73 SMB −0.01 −0.12 SMB 0.03 0.60 SMB 0.00 0.04 

VMG −0.09 −2.43 VMG 0.34 6.22 VMG −0.10 −2.89 VMG 0.35 6.85 

      WML 0.13 4.75 WML −0.17 −4.26 

 
LV portfolio is 10.37% (t = 4.9). Both three and four-factor alphas remain and 
that establishes that the volatility effect is a distinct size, value, and momentum 
factors cannot explain it. Likewise, both three-factor and four-factor alphas re-
main large and negative for HV portfolio at −21.2% (t = −6.22) and −19.09% (t = 
−6.22) respectively. Again, large-negative alphas for HV portfolio establishes 
that size, value and momentum factors cannot explain the volatility effect. 

Panel-B of Table 3 reports the regression coefficients for the three-factor and 
four-factor regressions for the LV and HV portfolios. While the beta of an LV 
portfolio for three and four-factor regressions are comparable to ex-post beta 
reported in Table 1, we observe that the regression coefficients for size (SMB) 
factor are about 0.03 for both three-factor and four-factor model is statistically 
insignificant and it shows that LV portfolio has no exposure to the size factor. 
However, the regression coefficients for value (VMG) factor is for is −0.1 for 
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both three-factor and four-factor regression and negative and statistically signif-
icant and the negative loading on value factor shows that LV portfolio has 
growth rather than value tilt. This is an interesting result, as studies from devel-
oped markets report significant value tilt for value stocks. Such negative loading 
also explains why the three-factor alpha for the LV portfolio is, in fact, higher 
than one-factor alpha. The regression coefficient for momentum (WML) factor 
for the LV portfolio is positive with a loading of 0.14 and it is statistically signif-
icant. This shows that momentum exposure can explain a small part of LV al-
pha. Analysing factor loadings of three and four-factor regressions show that LV 
portfolio consists of growth and winner stocks and is size agnostic. The similar 
analysis for HV portfolio suggests that not LV but HV portfolio has the large posi-
tive loading on value factor with the coefficient for VMG is 0.34 (t > 6) and it 
shows it has HV portfolio has heavy value tilt. The HV portfolio has a large nega-
tive loading on the momentum factor with a coefficient of −0.17 on WML which 
is highly significant. Analysis of regression coefficients shows that the HV port-
folio consists of value a loser stocks and is size agnostic. We attribute insignifi-
cant exposure to size factor for both LV and HV portfolios to the heavily skewed 
distribution of market-cap in Indian equity markets. 

Table 4 reports one-factor CAPM style alpha for decile portfolios first sorted 
on control variables such as size, value, momentum and beta and then sorted 
using volatility to ensure that the resultant decile portfolio represents each decile  

 
Table 4. Double-sorted results. 

This table reports the results of the one-factor CAPM style alpha for volatility decile portfolios controlling for size, value, momentum, and beta. 
This table shows that the volatility effect is robust and remains strong. 

Panel A: Annualized alpha from double sort on size (market capitalization) and volatility of past 3 years 

 
LV P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 HV LV-HV 

Alpha 9.98% 7.89% 4.63% 3.86% 1.74% −0.02% −1.93% −3.78% −7.52% −14.84% 24.82% 

t-stat 5.25 4.39 2.87 2.46 1.09 −0.01 −1.28 −1.95 −2.93 −4.73 5.63 

Panel B: Annualized alpha from double sort on value (earnings/price) and volatility of past 3 years 

 
LV P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 HV LV-HV 

Alpha 5.50% 4.75% 4.30% 2.60% 2.10% −2.50% 1.30% −2.50% −4.85% −9.30% 14.80% 

t-stat 2.10 2.13 1.99 1.10 0.99 −1.25 0.70 −0.77 −1.55 −2.14 3.78 

Panel C: Annualized alpha from double sort on momentum (12 month minus 1 month returns) and volatility of past 3 years 

 
LV P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 HV LV-HV 

Alpha 10.69% 8.62% 4.65% 2.63% 2.07% −0.67% −2.08% −2.39% −9.83% −13.70% 24.39% 

t-stat 5.24 4.80 2.83 1.78 1.36 −0.41 −1.36 −1.37 −3.99 −4.40 5.28 

Panel D: Annualized alpha from double sort on beta (past 3 years) and volatility (past 3 years) 

 
LV P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 HV LV-HV 

Alpha 3.74% 4.08% 2.19% 3.47% 1.35% 1.14% −4.18% −1.21% −3.31% −12.88% 16.63% 

t-value 0.61 0.64 0.34 0.56 0.20 0.17 −0.62 −0.18 −0.48 −1.70 4.59 
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of control variables and shows pure volatility effect after controlling for other 
variables. Panel A reports alphas for size-controlled volatility decile portfolios. 
As we can see, the alpha for the LV portfolio is 9.98% (t = 5.25) which is the 
large-positive and statistically significant. The alpha remains positive and signif-
icant for first on four decile portfolios and eventually turns negative with large 
and significant negative alpha for P9 and HV portfolios. The alpha for the HV 
portfolio is negative 14.84% (t = −4.73) which is large and significant. This 
shows that the underperformance of the HV portfolio is not because of small 
and illiquid stocks, as argued by Bali & Cakici [21] but it prevails after control-
ling for size. 

Panel B reports alphas for value-controlled volatility decile portfolios. Alpha 
for LV portfolio is 5.5% (t = 2.1) which is still large-positive and statistically sig-
nificant. Likewise, alpha for the HV portfolio is −9.3% (t = 2.14) which is 
large-negative and statistically significant. The alpha declines monotonically as 
we move from LV to HV portfolio. However, only alphas for extreme portfolios 
are large and significant. 

Panel C reports alpha for momentum-controlled volatility decile portfolios. 
Here too, alpha for LV portfolio is 10.69% (t = 5.23) which is the large-positive and 
statistically significant. The alpha for the HV portfolio is −13.7% (t = −4.4) which 
is the large-negative and statistically significant. These results offer evidence for a 
distinct volatility effect that remains strong after controlling for size, value, and mo-
mentum factors. And even if LV and HV portfolios have time-varying exposure to 
size, value, and momentum factors in regression, the results from the double sort 
suggests that volatility effect is large, distinct and robust. 

Finally, we control for the beta to see the robustness of the volatility effect and 
measure the implied relationship between idiosyncratic risk and expected re-
turns. Since the volatility is the measure to total risk, systematic risk as well as 
idiosyncratic risk and beta measures the systematic risk, the volatility effect con-
trolled for beta captures the relationship between the idiosyncratic risk and ex-
pected returns. In addition, it captures the relative strength of volatility and beta 
effect. Panel D reports that alpha volatility decile portfolios after controlling for 
the beta. The alpha for LV portfolio is 3.74% (t = 0.62) which is economically 
significant but statistically insignificant. However, alpha for HV portfolio is 
−12.88% (t = −1.7), it is economically significant and statically significant at 10% 
significance level. This shows that the volatility effect is still present after con-
trolling for the beta, but it is much weaker and more dominant for the HV port-
folio than the LV portfolio. Our results are in line with Blitz, Pang, & Vliet [24] 
who report stronger volatility effect than beta effect. Our result also supports 
Bali & Cakici [21] who argued that the volatility effect associated with idiosyn-
cratic risk is because of high idiosyncratic risk stocks with lottery-like payoffs. 
The dominant inverse relationship between idiosyncratic risk and expected re-
turns on the HV leg of the portfolio than the LV portfolio supports this argu-
ment. 
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5. Conclusion 

Our study offers a piece of strong evidence for the volatility effect in Indian 
markets. The inverse relationship between risk and returns is clear as the portfo-
lio consisting of low-volatility stocks outperforms the market portfolio and the 
portfolio consisting of high-volatility stocks. The out-performance of the LV 
portfolio and underperformance of the HV portfolio both contribute to the vola-
tility effect. Such an inverse risk-return relationship is present notwithstanding 
the choice of risk measures. However, the effect is stronger for standard devia-
tion rather than beta as a risk measure. Both systematic risk and idiosyncratic 
risk contribute to the volatility effect. The portfolio of LV stocks not only out-
performs in risk-adjusted terms but also in absolute returns terms. The volatility 
effect is a distinct effect, exposure to size, value, and momentum factors cannot 
explain it. Also, the low volatility portfolio has a systematic tilt towards growth 
and winners’ stocks, whereas the high volatility portfolio has a tilt towards value 
and loser stocks. Both LV and HV portfolios don’t show any tilt towards large or 
small stocks. The growth tilt of the LV portfolio differs from the value tilt observed 
in developed markets. Thus, while the volatility effect is universal, the characteris-
tics of a low volatility portfolio are different for developed and emerging mar-
kets. 
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